Pixel™ for Education

Pixel tables are designed to create effective learning environments, fostering connections and creativity for students and teachers alike.

Pixel can be used independently or ganged together and comes in five base options. For classrooms, dining or faculty office space, Pixel solves for the long list of campus spaces.

Ease of Configurability
The Pixel one-handed flip mechanism and integrated ganging bracket are simple and intuitive so students or teachers can easily reconfigure spaces from individual to team work.

Guaranteed to Perform
Pixel’s durable design can withstand the impact of demanding educational environments. With a ten year warranty, Pixel is built to last.

Durable Details
With the optional molded edgeband, permanently bonded seams prevent any liquids from collecting at the edge, making it ideal for education.

Electrical
With access to power wherever you need it, Pixel offers a range of electrical options including drop-in, edge mount, and trough mount units, which can be used individually or linked together.

Pixel is easy to configure and reconfigure for active learning environments. Multiple base options include the Trapezoid and Y-Fold tables, which can be configured for various learning environments throughout the campus. Durable details include the integrated ganging bracket which acts as a leveler to create a seamless work surface when connecting tables.